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Hybrid incompatibility resulting from deleterious gene combinations
is thought to be an important step toward reproductive isolation and
speciation. Here, we demonstrate involvement of a silent epiallele in
hybrid incompatibility. In Arabidopsis thaliana accession Cvi-0, one of
the two copies of a duplicated histidine biosynthesis gene, HISN6A, is
mutated, making HISN6B essential. In contrast, in accession Col-0,
HISN6A is essential because HISN6B is not expressed. Owing to these
differences, Cvi-0 × Col-0 hybrid progeny that are homozygous for
both Cvi-0 HISN6A and Col-0 HISN6B do not survive. We show that
HISN6B of Col-0 is not a defective pseudogene, but a stably silenced
epiallele. Mutating HISTONE DEACETYLASE 6 (HDA6), or the cytosine
methyltransferase genes MET1 or CMT3, erases HISN6B’s silent locus
identity, reanimating the gene to circumvent hisn6a lethality and
hybrid incompatibility. These results show that HISN6-dependent hy-
brid lethality is a revertible epigenetic phenomenon and provide
additional evidence that epigenetic variation has the potential to
limit gene flow between diverging populations of a species.
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Mutations that accumulate in separate subpopulations of a
species can facilitate reproductive isolation by engender-

ing hybrid incompatibility, a reduction in fitness observed among
hybrid progeny at the F1 or F2 generation (1–3). Bateson (4),
Dobzhansky (5), and Muller (6) independently proposed that gene
mutations made benign by compensatory mutations in interacting
genes within isolated subpopulations prove deleterious when
subpopulations or ecotypes interbreed, thereby contributing to
speciation by reducing gene flow. Examples of this include the
lethal consequences of a Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein direct-
ing improper splicing of essential Saccharomyces bayanus mRNAs
in S. cerevisiae × S. bayanus hybrids (3) or the hybrid necrosis that
results from expression of incompatible innate immune receptors
in Arabidopsis thaliana (1).
Lynch and Force (7) envisioned an alternative scenario by

which hybrid incompatibilities might arise, as a result of gene
duplication. Gene duplication initially results in gene redundancy,
thereby relaxing constraints on sequence and functional di-
vergence, but mutations most often transform one paralog into a
nonfunctional pseudogene (8–10). Lynch and Force recognized
that asymmetric resolution of gene duplicates in this manner could
result in either paralog becoming the sole operational copy in
different subpopulations of a species, such that hybrid progeny
inheriting nonfunctional alleles of both subpopulations would
suffer reduced fitness (7).
Nonmutational (epigenetic) gene silencing could potentially

contribute to hybrid incompatibility via the scenario envisioned by
Lynch and Force. In plants, silent epialleles segregating in Mende-
lian fashion can be stably inherited over many generations, and are
known to affect a number of well-studied traits, including flower
morphology (11, 12), fruit ripening (13), and sex determination (14).
Silent epialleles are inherited via the perpetuation of repressive
chromatin states, and various plant chromatin-modifying enzymes
are known to participate in epigenetic inheritance, including the
Rpd3-like histone deacetylase HDA6, the ATP-dependent chro-
matin remodeler DDM1, and the DNA methyltransferases MET1
and CMT3 (15-25). These enzymes are important for maintaining

patterns of cytosine methylation following each round of DNA
replication, such that newly replicated daughter strands of DNA
inherit the methylation status of mother strands.
Multicopy transgenes frequently become methylated and si-

lenced, particularly when inserted into the genome as inverted
repeats that can give rise to double-stranded RNAs (26). Such
double-stranded RNAs can be diced into small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) that guide the cytosine methylation of homologous DNA
sequences, a process known as RNA-directed DNA methylation
(RdDM) (27, 28). Known cases of silencing that involve duplicated
endogenous genes, such as the phosphoribosylanthranilate isom-
erase (PAI) or folate transporter (AtFOLT) genes of A. thaliana,
resemble transgene silencing in that complex sequence rear-
rangements coincide with duplication of a gene to create a novel
(nonancestral) locus engendering siRNA production and homol-
ogy-dependent DNA methylation (29, 30). Silencing of the an-
cestral AtFOLT1 gene, directed by siRNAs derived from the novel
AtFOLT2 locus present in some ecotypes, causes reduced fertil-
ity in ecotype-specific hybrid combinations (29). This interesting
case study has shown that naturally occurring RdDM, involving a
new paralog that inactivates the ancestral paralog in trans, can be a
cause of hybrid incompatibility.
Here, we demonstrate an epigenetic basis for a previously

identified case of hybrid incompatibility (31) involving a gene
pair, HISN6A and HISN6B. The underlying mechanism of
HISN6-based hybrid incompatibility was previously unknown.
We show that the HISN6B gene of ecotype Col-0, and hundreds
of other A. thaliana natural accessions, is hypermethylated in its
promoter region and is epigenetically silent, making its paralog,
HISN6A, essential. Inheritance of the silent HISN6B epiallele
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requires HDA6-, MET1-, and CMT3-dependent cytosine methyl-
ation, but is unaffected by mutations disrupting RdDM. Although
methylated HISN6B epialleles can be stably inherited for at least
30 generations, they can revert to an active state if the epigeneti-
cally silent state is erased by passage through an hda6 mutant
background. This allows HISN6B to now rescue hisn6a null mu-
tations in ecotype Col-0 and to restore compatibility with ecotype
Cvi-0, in which HISN6A is defective owing to an internal deletion.
Collectively, our results demonstrate that HISN6-dependent hy-
brid lethality is a previously unrecognized epigenetic phenomenon.

Results
HISN6A and HISN6B are duplicated, paralogous genes (Fig. 1A
and Fig. S1) encoding histidinol-phosphate aminotransferase,
which converts imidazole-acetol phosphate to histidinol-phosphate

in the histidine biosynthesis pathway (32, 33) (Fig. 1B). The gene
duplication occurred after A. thaliana diverged from a common
ancestor with Arabidopsis lyrata (34, 35), resulting in duplication of
a segment of chromosome 1 containing HISN6B (At1g71920) on
chromosome 5, yielding the HISN6A locus, At5g10330 (33, 36).
AlthoughHISN6A and HISN6B coding regions are 100% identical
at the amino acid level, homozygous hisn6a null mutations are
embryo-lethal in ecotype Col-0, because HISN6B is not expressed
(Fig. 1 B and C) (31, 32). This differential expression of HISN6A
and HISN6B can be observed by RT-PCR amplification followed by
digestion with RsaI, which cuts only HISN6A cDNA (Fig. 1C). In
wild-type (WT) Col-0, onlyHISN6A is expressed (Fig. 1D); however,
in hda6-6 or hda6-7 mutants (37, 38), HISN6B is expressed as well
(Fig. 1D), which is also true in mutants for MET1 or CMT3, which
encode enzymes responsible for cytosine maintenance methylation
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Fig. 1. HDA6, CMT3, and MET1 silence HISN6B via promoter region DNA methylation. (A) Inferred phylogenetic origin of HISN6 paralogs based on synteny
between HISN6B flanking regions on A. thaliana chromosome 1 and sequences including the single copy HISN6 gene of A. lyrata scaffold 2 (Fig. S1 A and B).
(B, Left) HISN6A/B protein function in histidine biosynthesis. Steps upstream of Imidazole-acetol phosphate are omitted. (B, Right) Gene structure of HISN6A in
ecotype Col-0: UTRs, exons, and T-DNA insertion positions in mutant alleles are indicated by gray boxes, black boxes, and inverted triangles, respectively. (C) RT-
CAPS assay for discrimination of HISN6A and HISN6B mRNAs using primers flanking a polymorphic RsaI site present only in HISN6A. (D) HISN6A/B expression
analysis via RT-CAPS in hda6-6, hda6-7, drm1-2, drm2-2, cmt2-3, cmt3-11t, and met1-3 mutants compared with WT Col-0 or Cvi-0. Actin and ubiquitin (UBQ)
reactions served as loading controls. Reactions omitting reverse transcriptase (no RT) are controls for genomic DNA contamination. (E) Analysis of DNA meth-
ylation inHISN6A and HISN6B promoter regions. Bar plots showWT Col-0 methylation profiles, color-coded by sequence context (CG, CHG, and CHH), tabulated as
fractional cytosine methylation (y-axis), based on methylome data of Stroud et al. (40). No methylation was detected in the HISN6A promoter. Gel images show
Chop-PCR assays of cytosine methylation status at a HISN6A/B promoter HpaII/MspI site (red dotted line) in WT Col-0 or the hda6-6 mutant. Reactions omitting
restriction enzymes (uncut) demonstrate equivalent DNA input. HISN6A/B primer specificity was verified by sequencing PCR products. (F) Analysis of HISN6B
promoter methylation in the mutant series of D, using Chop-PCR. (G) Hierarchical clustering of cytosine methylation profiles for HISN6A (Top) or HISN6B (Bottom)
genes in 892 ecotype methylomes of A. thaliana. Methylated cytosines, based on data of Kawakatsu et al. (41), were tallied within 100-bp nonoverlapping
windows starting 500 bp upstream of the transcription start site (+1) and stopping 300 bp downstream of the TTS.
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in the CG and CHG sequence contexts (39), respectively (Fig. 1D
and Fig. S2A). In contrast, HISN6B is not derepressed in mutants
deficient for RNA-directed de novo cytosine methylation, such as
nrpd1-3 (Pol IV), nrpe1-11 (Pol V), and drm2 (Fig. 1D and Fig. S2A).
HISN6 promoter CG and CHG methylation is easily assayed

using Chop-PCR, a test in which genomic DNA is first digested
(chopped) with methylation-sensitive restriction endonuclease
HpaII or MspI before PCR amplification of a region that includes
a HpaII/MspI recognition site, CCGG. In our tests, we assayed a
HpaII/MspI site in the promoter region (Fig. 1E, red dotted line),
where Col-0 methylome data (40) showed that dense CG and CHG
methylation and scattered CHH methylation occur in HISN6B, but
not in HISN6A (Fig. 1E gene diagrams). Using the Chop-PCR
assay, PCR products were detected for HISN6B (Fig. 1E, Bottom
Right), but not for HISN6A (Fig. 1E, Top Right), indicating CG and
CHG methylation of the HISN6B promoter CCGG site, but not of
the corresponding HISN6A site. HISN6B promoter CG and CHG
methylation was lost in hda6-6, met1-3, and cmt3-11t mutants, but
not in Pol IV (nrpd1-3) and Pol V (nrpe1-11) mutants or mutants
defective for the DNA methyltransferases DRM1, DRM2, or
CMT2 (Fig. 1 E and F and Fig. S2 B and C). Although 24-nt
siRNAs matching the HISN6B promoter were detected by RNA-
seq (Fig. S2D) (15), their absence in the nrpd1-3 mutant was not
correlated withHISN6B reactivation. Collectively, the data of Fig. 1

D-F show that HISN6B silencing in Col-0 correlates with HDA6-,
MET1-, and CMT3-dependent CG and CHG methylation. In
ecotype Cvi-0, in which HISN6A has suffered a deletion mutation,
HISN6B lacks promoter methylation (Fig. 1F) and is expressed
(Fig. 1D). Analysis of publicly available methylome data (41) re-
veals HISN6B promoter hypermethylation in 43% (387 of 892
datasets) of the A. thaliana ecotype methylomes analyzed (Fig. 1G
and Fig. S2E), suggesting that differential methylation, and likely
silencing, of HISN6B is not unique to Col-0. The basis for the
differential methylation of HISN6B among these accessions is
unclear, however.
In Col-0, homozygous hisn6a-2 progeny of hisn6a-2/HISN6A

heterozygotes arrest as preglobular embryos (32). To test whether
HISN6B derepression in the hda6-7 mutant background rescues
hisn6a-2 lethality, we crossed a hisn6a-2 heterozygote (−/+) with
homozygous hda6-7 (Fig. 2A). One-half of the resulting F1 plants
harbored one hisn6a-2 mutant allele (red “a”), one functional
HISN6A allele (black “A”), one silent HISN6B allele from the
hisn6a-2 parent (red “B”), and one active, derepressed HISN6B
allele (black “B”) from the hda6-7 parent (Fig. 2A). Among 89 of
their F2 progeny, 17 (19%) hisn6a-2 homozygous mutant (−/−) plants
were recovered (Fig. 2B, red bars). In contrast, zero hisn6a-2 (−/−)
plants were among the 64 progeny of self-fertilized hisn6a-2 (−/+)
plants WT for HDA6 (Fig. 2B, black bars). Whereas WT Col-0
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Fig. 2. Reactivating HISN6B via elimination of symmetric DNA methylation rescues hisn6a-2 lethality. (A) Strategy for rescue of hisn6a-2 lethality. The red “a”
indicates the hisn6a-2 null mutant allele, the red “B” indicates transcriptionally silent HISN6B, and the black “A” and “B” indicate transcriptionally active HISN6A
and HISN6B, respectively. HDA6 genotypes are omitted for simplicity. (B) Tests of hisn6a-2 rescue by passage ofHISN6B alleles through null mutants affecting gene
silencing. Heterozygous hisn6a-2 (−/+) was selfed (black) or crossed to hda6-7 (orange), cmt3-11t (yellow), met1-7 (light blue), drm2-2 (blue), or hda19-1t (purple).
Selfed hisn6a-2 (−/+) progeny (n = 64 plants) or F2 progeny resulting from the crosses to other mutants (n = 89, 60, 28, 60, and 30 plants, respectively) were
genotyped for hisn6a-2 and HISN6A alleles, the frequencies of which were plotted. (C) RT-CAPS analysis of HISN6A/B gene expression in the hda6-7mutant and in
a rescued hisn6a-2 mutant line now harboring active HISN6B alleles. Actin reactions served as loading controls. Reactions omitting reverse transcriptase (no RT)
served as controls for genomic DNA contamination. (D) Mendelian segregation of hypomethylated HISN6B epialleles. F2 progeny of hisn6a-2 × hda6-7 were
assayed for the presence (red) or absence (gray) of cytosine methylation at the HpaII/MspI restriction site of HISN6A/B promoters. The percentage of plants in each
category is plotted (n = 32). Unlike HISN6B, HISN6A did not show significant levels of promoter methylation (Fig. S3 A and C).
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Fig. 3. Active HISN6B epialleles circumvent lethality in A.thaliana Cvi-0 x Col-0 hybrids. (A) Schematic diagram of hybrid incompatibility between A. thaliana
ecotypes Col-0 and Cvi-0. The red “ai” indicates Cvi-0 hisn6a deletion alleles, the red “Bc

” indicates silent Col-0 HISN6B, and the black “Ac
” and “Bi

” indicate
active Col-0 HISN6A and Cvi-0 HISN6B, respectively. Note that alleles inherited from Col-0 carry the superscript “c”, and alleles from Cvi-0 carry the superscript
“i”. All combinations of HISN6A and HISN6B alleles result in viable plants, except the double-homozygous combination of Cvi-0 hisn6a alleles (aiai) and Col-0
HISN6B alleles (BcBc). (B) F2 genotypes resulting from the cross: WT Cvi-0 × WT Col-0 (with silent HISN6B). A total of 229 individuals were genotyped. Expected
allele frequencies were calculated assuming Mendelian segregation. Comparison of observed to expected frequencies using Pearson’s χ2 test resulted in a
P value of 4.8 × 10−8, indicating hybrid incompatibility (arrow). (C) RT-PCR analysis of HISN6A/B gene expression in F2 progeny of the WT Cvi-0hisn6a deletion ×
WT Col-0HISN6B silent cross. Two individuals for each of the eight observed genotypes were assayed. Ubiquitin (UBQ) amplification products served as loading
controls. Reactions without reverse transcriptase (no RT) served as controls for DNA contamination. Col-0HISN6B silent, Cvi-0hisn6a deletion, hda6-7, and Col-0
carrying reactivated HISN6B alleles served as HISN6 expression controls. (D) The schematic depicts the genetic mechanism underlying rescue of hybrid
compatibility following reanimation of Col-0 HISN6B alleles. The red “ai” indicates Cvi-0 hisn6a deletion alleles, the black “Bc

” indicates active Col-0 HISN6B,
and the black “Ac

” and “Bi
” indicate active Col-0 HISN6A and Cvi-0 HISN6B, respectively. Note that alleles inherited from Col-0 carry the superscript “c”, and

alleles from Cvi-0 carry the superscript “i”. All combinations of HISN6A and HISN6B alleles result in viable plants, including the previously lethal combination
of two Cvi-0 hisn6a alleles (aiai) and two Col-0 HISN6B alleles (BcBc). (E) F2 genotypes of progeny resulting from the cross of WT Cvi-0 × Col-0 (active HISN6B).
Allele frequencies among 229 F2 individuals are shown. Expected allele frequencies were calculated assuming Mendelian segregation. Comparison of ob-
served and expected statistics using Pearson’s χ2 test resulted in a P value of 0.78, indicating restored hybrid compatibility (arrow). (F) HISN6A/B expression in
the F2 progeny of the Cvi-0hisn6a deletion × Col-0HISN6B active cross. Two individuals from each of the nine observed genotypes were assayed. UBQ reactions served
as loading controls. The interruption in this panel corresponds to the end of one agarose gel row and the beginning of the next row. Reactions without
reverse transcriptase (no RT) served as controls for DNA contamination. Col-0HISN6B silent, Cvi-0hisn6a deletion, hda6-7, and Col-0 carrying reactivated HISN6B
served as controls.
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plants expressed only HISN6A, and hda6-7 mutants expressed both
HISN6A and HISN6B, the viable hisn6a-2 homozygotes
expressed only HISN6B (Fig. 2C; hisn6a-2;HISN6B active).
We also crossed hisn6a-2 (−/+) to the cytosine methyltransferase

mutants cmt3-11t or met1-7. Viable hisn6a-2 homozygotes repre-
sented 20% of the F2 plants resulting from the cmt3-11t cross and
11% of the F2 plants resulting from the met1-7 cross (Fig. 2B). In
contrast, crosses to drm2-2 or hda19-1t, a histone deacetylase that
is functionally distinct from HDA6 (42, 43), yielded no viable
hisn6a-2 homozygous F2 progeny (Fig. 2B). We conclude that
HISN6B can be converted from a silent epiallele to an active allele
in hda6, cmt3, or met1 mutants, allowing the reanimated gene to
rescue plants lacking the normally essential HISN6A gene.
Analysis of F2 individuals in the hisn6a-2 (−/+) × hda6-7 segre-

gating population revealed HISN6B promoter methylation in 72%
of the plants, consistent with a 3:1 ratio owing to Mendelian in-
heritance of methylated or unmethylated alleles (Fig. 2D and Fig.
S3A). Because the unmethylated HISN6B allele segregated in-
dependently of the hda6-7mutation, we were able to identify an F3
line (Col-0HISN6B active) that is homozygous for active HISN6B
epialleles in an otherwise genetically WT background (Fig. 2A; F3
individual 82 in Fig. S3B). After self-fertilization of this line for
three generations, no resetting to the silent, methylated state was
observed (Fig. S3C); thus, this line, designated Col-0HISN6B active,
was used for further genetic comparisons to WT plants, designated
Col-0HISN6B silent, homozygous for silent, methylated HISN6B
epialleles. Analysis of methylome data obtained by Schmitz et al.
(44) showed that methylated HISN6B epialleles were stably
inherited over a span of 30 generations (Fig. S3D).
In Cvi-0 ×Col-0 F2 hybrids, homozygosity for both Col-0HISN6B

and Cvi-0 hisn6a is lethal (Fig. 3A) (31). We confirmed this among
229 Cvi-0hisn6a deletion × Col-0HISN6B silent F2 progeny, using
PCR to detect Col-0 HISN6A (abbreviated Ac), Col-0 HISN6B
(Bc), Cvi-0 hisn6a (ai), and Cvi-0 HISN6B (Bi) alleles. Although
∼14 individuals (1/16) could be expected to have the genotype
aiai BcBc, none were observed (Fig. 3B, arrow), a significant
deviation (P = 4.8 × 10−8, Pearson’s χ2 test) indicating hybrid
incompatibility. Reverse-transcription–cleaved amplified poly-
morphic sequence (RT-CAPS) analyses revealed that hybrid indi-
viduals that are homozygous for WT Col-0 (BcBc) HISN6B alleles
failed to expressHISN6B, whereas individuals that inherited at least
one HISN6B allele from Cvi-0 (Bi or BiBi) showed HISN6B ex-
pression (Fig. 3C). This indicates that silent or active HISN6B al-
leles of the parental ecotypes are faithfully transmitted. The
promoter methylation marks of Col-0 HISN6B (Bc) alleles were
also faithfully inherited among F2 hybrid individuals (Fig. S4A).
We next tested whether derepression of Col-0 HISN6B alleles

would now allow the survival of F2 hybrids homozygous for
both Col-0 HISN6B and Cvi-0 hisn6a (Fig. 3D). Indeed, the
Cvi-0hisn6a deletion × Col-0HISN6B active cross yielded 17 healthy aiai BcBc

individuals in an F2 population of 229 plants (Fig. 3E), which
is statistically indistinguishable from the expected ∼14 plants
(P = 0.78, Pearson’s χ2 test). Col-0 HISN6B allele expression
in the F2s (Fig. 3F) correlates with the near absence of
HISN6B methylation (Fig. S4B). Collectively, these genetic
tests show that reversion of HISN6B epialleles from a methyl-
ated, silent state to a hypomethylated, active state eliminatesHISN6-
based hybrid incompatibility between the Col-0 and Cvi-0 ecotypes
of A. thaliana.

Discussion
Our study shows that ecotype-specific silencing of duplicated
HISN6 genes occurs in A. thaliana and is maintained by symmetric
CG and CHG methylation involving HDA6, MET1, and CMT3.
MET1- and CMT3-dependent DNA methylation can maintain
silent epialleles over numerous meiotic generations, independently
of initial silencing signals (16, 17, 22–24, 45). Mutation of MET1,
CMT3, or HDA6 converts silent HISN6B epialleles into active,

unmethylated alleles that are stably transmitted according to
Mendelian rules of segregation. Moreover, reactivation ofHISN6B
circumvents the normal lethality of hisn6a mutations in Col-0 and
prevents the occurrence of HISN6 allele-dependent hybrid le-
thality among Cvi-0 × Col-0 hybrid progeny.
Hybrid incompatibility involving HISN6A and HISN6B alleles

fits the model of Lynch and Force in that alternative HISN6A vs.
HISN6B expression states lead to deleterious gene combinations
in Cvi-0 × Col-0 F2 progeny (7, 31). Unlike the model of Bateson,
Dobzhansky, and Muller, the Lynch and Force model for hybrid
incompatibility does not require gene neofunctionalization; in-
stead, differential loss of function of one member of a duplicated
gene pair in different subpopulations or ecotypes spawns in-
compatibilities if the ecotypes hybridize. Examples in plants in-
clude the DPL1 and DPL2 genes of Oryza sativa subspecies indica
and japonica (46), and the AtFOLT1 and AtFOLT2 genes of
A. thaliana (29). The latter report showed that Col-0 × C24 and
Col-0 × Sha incompatibilities correlate with the duplication,
and additional complex rearrangement, of AtFOLT1 in the C24
and Sha ecotypes. These mutations trigger methylation of
AtFOLT1, leaving AtFOLT2 as the sole active copy in C24 or Sha
and causing hybrid incompatibility with Col-0, which lacks AtFOLT2
altogether. Our study demonstrates that transgenerationally heri-
table (but fully revertible) epialleles that have not undergone
inverted duplication, rearrangement, or mutation also contribute to
hybrid incompatibility, providing additional evidence that epigenetic
variation can foster reproductive isolation (29, 47, 48) in a manner
consistent with the hypothesis of Lynch and Force.

Materials and Methods
Plant Materials. The A. thaliana ecotype Col-0 used in this study was a lab-
oratory stock of the C.S.P. laboratory. Ecotype Cvi-0 (CS22614) was obtained
from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center at Ohio State University.
The hda6-6 (axe1-5) and hda6-7 (rts1-1) mutants were described by Murfett
et al. (38) and Aufsatz et al. (37). hda19-1t is the athd1-t1 (Ws) mutant allele
of Tian et al. (42) introgressed into Col-0 by three backcrosses. The RNA
polymerase mutants pol IV (nrpd1-3) and pol V (nrpe1-11) were described by
Onodera et al. (49) and Pontes et al. (2006) (50). The mutants drm2-2, cmt2-3
(SALK_012874), cmt3-11t (SALK_148381), hisn6a-2 (SAIL_750), and hisn6a-3
(SALK_089516), and the triple mutant drm1-2 drm2-2 cmt3-11t, were
obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center. met1-3 was de-
scribed by Saze et al. (16), andmet1-7 (SALK_076522) was obtained from the
Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Center.

RNA Analyses. Total RNA was extracted from 2-wk-old rosettes or from inflo-
rescences using TRI Reagent (Molecular Research Center). For semiquantitative
RT-PCR, 1.5 μg of DNase I-treated total RNA was used for random-primed
cDNA synthesis by SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Standard
PCR was performed on cDNA aliquots (∼100 ng of RNA input) using GoTaq
Green (Promega) and the primers listed in Table S1. PCR products were ana-
lyzed either directly by agarose gel electrophoresis (Actin and UBQ controls) or
following restriction enzyme digest (RsaI) and then agarose gel electrophoresis
(RT-CAPS for HISN6A/B).

DNA Analyses. For genotyping, genomic DNA was purified from 2-wk-old
seedlings using a CTAB extraction protocol. GoTaq Green Master Mix (2×;
Promega) was mixed with ∼100 ng of genomic DNA and particular genotyping
primer pairs. PCR products were scored either directly by agarose gel elec-
trophoresis or following restriction enzyme digest (BspHI) and then agarose
gel electrophoresis (CAPS). For DNA methylation analyses, genomic DNA was
isolated from inflorescence tissue using the Nucleon PhytoPure DNA extraction
kit (Amersham). Chop PCR assays were performed using 100 ng of restriction
enzyme-digested (“chopped”) genomic DNA as in Earley et al. (51). Primers
used for genotyping and Chop PCR are listed in Table S1.

Bioinformatic Analyses. Analysis of WT and mutant methylomes of ecotype Col-
0 (Fig. 1E and Fig. S2C) were performed on data from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession
no. GSE39901 (six datasets, wiggle format) (40). Methylation profiles were
based on HISN6A gene model AT5G10330.8 and HISN6B gene model
AT1G71920.2 (Araport11), whose similar intron/exon structures facilitated
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comparison of the two genes. Fractional cytosine methylation in CG, CHG, and
CHH sequence contexts were converted from wiggle to bigWig format,
extracted using the bwtool software, and then plotted in Microsoft Excel (52).
For the comparison of A. thaliana ecotype methylomes (Fig. 1G and Fig. S2E),
datasets were obtained from NCBI GEO accession no. GSE43857 (927 ecotype
datasets, tabular format) (41). After removing redundant or unidentified eco-
types, 892 methylomes remained for analysis. For each methylome, CG, CHG,
and CHH methylation were tallied separately over 100-bp nonoverlapping
windows in HISN6A or HISN6B, respectively, starting 500 bp upstream of the
transcription start site (+1) and stopping 300 bp downstream of the transcription
termination site (TTS). Hierarchical clustering was then performed using Euclid-
ean distance and Ward’s method to regroup ecotypes with similar patterns of
cytosine methylation along HISN6A or HISN6B. Heatmaps were drawn using the
“heatmap.2” function of R. For HISN6B, ecotypes were assigned to two visually
evident categories: methylated promoter versus unmethylated promoter.

Statistical Tests. Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were performed on genotype
data shown in Fig. 3 B and E to test the hypothesis of HISN6B methylation-
dependent hybrid incompatibility and generate P values in each case. The
GPower software (53) estimated that sample sizes of at least 158 F2 plants
would be needed to determine whether the observed allele frequencies de-
viate from Mendelian expectations, a number far exceeded by the 229 F2
plants genotyped in each experiment.
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